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This Week’s Big Question

Why do elements have different 
properties?   

For instance why do some react explosively with water, 
while others simply dissolve?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sS3cIK9jlB8



Why do atoms bond?
• Atomic shells like to be full.* They are more 

stable.
*for the elements we’re going to be concerned with…the first 20 or so

• The first shell can hold 2 e-

• The next 2 shells can hold 8 e-

-Some atoms have few (1 or 2) in their outermost shell. These tend to give up 
their electrons, emptying their outermost shell.

-Some atoms are really close to having a full shell. Those atoms look for other 
atoms who can donate or share an electron. 

http://www.chem4kids.com/files/atom_orbital.html


Let’s look at an example
Sodium and Magnesium both have only one or 
two electrons in their outer shells! That’s not 
happy…

-atoms tend to give these up

Oxygen has 6 and Fluorine have 7 electrons in 
their outer shells! So close to full!

-these atoms tend to fill up to 8



Atoms “want” to have full valence (outer) shells

Octet Rule = atoms tend 
to gain, lose or share 
electrons so as to have 8 
valence electrons (except 
for H and He)

✓C would like to:
 

✓N would like to:

✓O would like to:



Atoms want to have full valence (outer) shells!

Octet Rule = atoms tend 
to gain, lose or share 
electrons so as to have 8 
valence electrons

✓C would like to
 

✓N would like to

✓O would like to

Gain 4 electrons

Gain 3 electrons

Gain 2 electrons



What happens when the valence 
shells are not full?

If the shells are not full, chemical bonds can occur in an 
attempt to fill them!

There are two main types of bonds
1. Ionic Bonds
2. Covalent Bonds



IONIC BOND
bond formed 

between two ions 
by the transfer of 

electrons



What is an Ionic Bond?
So, let’s say we've got a sodium atom that has an extra electron. We've also 
got a fluorine atom that is looking for one. 

If an atom loses an electron becomes positively charged, like the sodium ion  
(Na+). 

If an atom gains an extra electron, it becomes negatively charged like the 
fluorine ion (F-). 

They then create an ionic bond



What are Ionic Bonds?

The attraction of opposite 
charges is the way they form 
and maintain the bond. 

Positive and negative ions attract each other like 
magnets. This bonds them together.



Characteristics of Ionic Compounds

• Occur between atoms of metals and 
nonmetals

The oppositely charged ions are arranged 
in a regular way to form giant ionic lattices. 
Ionic compounds often form crystals as a 
result. 

• Examples; Na+Cl-, Ca2+Cl2
-, Li+F-



Shade in on your table



Discuss with Partner

• What type of elements do ionic bonds form between?

• Explain how a chemical bond would form between 
sodium and chlorine—which will be positive?  Which 
will be negative?  


